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VALUE ADDED: METADATA AND STANDARDIZATION

Due to plagiarism of original
content by third parties, an
additional step was needed to
restrict the view of the ETDs
bitstream to University of
Puerto Rico accounts only.  

The self-deposit is enabling
students to select the rights to
access and view privileges of
their ETDs, via personalized
Creative Commons licenses. 

ETDs WORKFLOW FOR PHASE I & PHASE II

From five descriptive elements available for retrieval on the GSO page, 19 metadata fields
were locally selected and 5 are automatically generated by the platform to secure reliability

and to enhance description, access, and discoverability. 

The UPR central repository will harvest content from UPRM IR.

STATEMENT OBJECTIVES

OUTCOMES

PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION

This material is based upon work supported the Transformational Initiative for Graduate Education and Research (TIGER), US Department of Education, Title V, Part B, Promoting Postbaccalaureate Opportunities for Hispanic
Americans (PPOHA) Program (#P031M140035),  the Nanotechnology Center (UPRM CREST), a National Science Foundation (NSF) Center for Research Excellence in Science and Technology (CREST) under Grants No HRD

0833112 (Phase I) and 1345156 (Phase II), the Chancellor’s Office and the General Library of the University of Puerto Rico (UPR), Mayagüez.

Establish workflows & policies
Standardize metadata fields
Design input form
Develop procedures manual
Train submitters & reviewers 
Retrieve & upload records
Edit metadata fields
Approve deposit 

Agreements to support GSO in
implementation
Develop guide (print and online) for
self-deposit 

Automatize migration of ETDs

The University of Puerto Rico - Mayagüez
(UPRM) Library made a commitment to
support research across the entire scholarly
life cycle. While liaising with faculty, embedded
librarians completed an environmental
scanning that identified gaps in institutional
services, technology, and personnel. In
particular, stakeholders expressed: 

A series of strategic partnerships were cultivated to address these needs. 

Concern over loss of research data and
inadequate storage
Limited knowledge regarding organizing,
sharing, and preserving information in a
digital environment 
Difficulty in complying with open access
mandates from granting agencies 

In 2014, Dspace was selected by a team of
librarians and IT personnel. Afterward, a single
sign-on service (Shibboleth) was enabled; the
IR hierarchical structure with a community and
collections was designed, and working groups
were established. 

Plan, select, and implement the IR platform
Define a structure and metadata schema
Develop policies, procedures, and manuals
Launch small-scale projects
Promote the IR, advocate its usage, and
guarantee its sustainability 

The first ongoing project is the creation of a
centralized point of access for Electronic
Theses and Dissertations (ETDs), beginning
with the Graduate Studies Office (GSO)
webpage. 

The goal of providing a comprehensive array
of research services was divided into
manageable projects starting with the building
of an Institutional Repository (IR) to collect the
scholarly products and creative works. Project
objectives included: 

CHALLENGES PLANS

Phase I: Migration from GSO webpage 
           (launched in July 2017)

Theses and Dissertations Collection

Phase II: Student self-deposit  
           (pilot launched in January 2018) 

Phase III: Library catalog migration 

PHASE I 
2017 - Current

PHASE II 
2018 - Pilot

GSO page  
file download 

Standardize the  
filename 

Complete form &
upload file 

Submit record  
for review 

Review final
record 

Approve &
deposit 

Edit bitstream
"Read" policy 

Retrieve record
from pool 

Add metadata
field (LC subject) 

Add metadata
field (LC subject) 

Retrieve record
from pool 

Approve &
deposit

Return record  
to pool 

Student registry
& access  

Standardize the  
filename 

Complete form &
upload file 

Submit record  
for review 

GSO record
review 

Approve/reject
record  

      Librarians                   Cataloguer                    Reviewer

 Graduate student          GSO Reviewer        Cataloguer/Librarian    
      

enhanced search
capabilities from
5 to 23 elements
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Platform Personnel 

Project administration 

Implementation
Design of workflows
Standardization of metadata fields
Establishment of policies and procedures 

Open source is not free!
Steep learning curve for Dspace
Requirement of local infrastructure or
funding for cloud hosting
Definition of the permanent
communities and collections
Maintenance 

Broaden meaningful partnerships across campus 
Secure library position within the Research Ecosystem of our Institution 
Availability of professional growth for personnel involved 
Develop librarians knowledge, skills, and experience related to scholarly communication
and data management

Steady reduction in library and IT
personnel
Lack of dedicated personnel to carry
out the tasks
Dearth of personnel with appropriate
job skills and knowledge
Limited access to outside expert
consultants
Buy-in of library staff to dedicate time
to workflows 

Challenges and drawbacks forced the team to rethink the logical steps several times.
They are related to: 

OPPORTUNITIES

Guarantee long term staffing
support and sustainability 
Implement ORCID (MIT Open
Source license software aims to
resolve author’s ambiguity) 
Integrate with other open source
platforms such as VIREO VIVO,
and SHERPA-RoMEO
Ingest automatically from APIs
Expand deposit to include other
types of scholarly products and
creative works
Design workshops, Libguides,
and personalized consultations to
raise awareness on the
importance of preservation and
open access to research and
creative products at UPRM 
Lead campus-wide initiative
created to develop an
Institutional policy to collect and
manage research data, creative
work and innovation activities 
Create marketing and community
engagement plan to showcase IR
objects 

UPRM Library's research life cycle highlights key stages where
librarians offer tailored support to faculty and students during their

research process. The institutional repository is one of research life
cycle services that, in order to succeed, requires the academic

community contribution.


